












































Planetary arm bracket and output shaft are
one-piece constructed, setting bearing apart for 
larger span to reach the largest reverse rigid and 
contribute high axis radial load capacity.

Grinding process to smooth surface of output 
shaft, and with oil-seal to minimum friction 
coefficient and reducing sart up load; result in 
the best seal-ability and extended lifespan.   

The gear box and internal gear ring are one-piece constructed, and then processed with 
advanced Germany gear shaper machinery for high-precision, high torque and abrade 
consumption.
Advanced electroless nickel plating surface treatment resists scratch and corrosion. Suitable
for stringent require of high-tech equipement.

PHL series helical gear design, enhance 
tooth engagement rate of 30% or more,
special helix design, which reduces  the 
axial thrust, allowing high-speed servo 
motor input, maximum torque output.
Precison gear design and professional
gear processing create a low backlash
operation, high efficiency, smooth 
running , low noice and long life of the
planetary gear.

Special locking mechanisms designed
of the output shaft ensure its integration
closely with positioning gear, power
transmission efficiency, and eternal
precision.

and high impact toughness.

Alloy steel gear with unique heat treatment.
Additionally, with gear grinding processing to
get the best accuracy, high wear resistance

nents.

The sun gear bearing is placed directly into
the planetary arm bracket, the overall
mechanical structure designed to ensure
concentricity of the transmission compo-

given it maintenance-free.

High-tech oil seal design on the upper lip 
guard against dust intruder, lower lip to guard 
against oil leak. Protection grade IP65 
safeguards fully avoid leaking problem, and 

sion at high speed.

Input-end and motor shaft are coupled
through a dynamic balanced collar clamping
mechanism to ensure connection interface
concentricity and zero slip power transmis-

any servo or stepper motor.

Advanced motor bracket design coupled with 
the input shaft bushing is easy to mount to 

over-all gear structure rigid and out put torque.

Planet gear transmission interface equipped with
needle bearings, full needle roller bearings
aligned without retainer achieve maximum
exposure but smallest gap tolerances. Enhance































Alloy steel gear with unique heat treatment. 
Additionally, with gear grinding process-ing to get 
the best accuracy, high wear resistance and high 
impact toughness.

Planetary arm bracket and output shaft are one-piece 
constructed, using tapered roller bearings can bear the 
axial load and radial load that are more than deep 
groove ball bearings. Setting the bearing apart for larger 
span to reach the largest torsional rigidity and contribute 
high axial load and radial load capacity.

Grinding process to smooth surface of 
output shaft, and with oil seal to 
minimum friction coefficient and 
reducing start up load; result in the best 
seal-ability and extended lifespan. 
Hollow output shaft connect perfectly 
with circular flange drastically reducing 
the installation space.

Advanced electroless nickel plating surface 
treatment resists scratch and corrosion. Suitable 
for stringent require of high-tech equipment. The 
gearbox and internal gear ring are one-piece 
constructed, and then processed with advanced 
Germany gear shaper machinery for high 
precision, high torque and abrade consumption.

Planet gear transmission interface equipped with needle 
bearings, full needle roller bearing aligned without retainer 
achieve maximum exposure but smallest gap tolerances. 
Enhance over-all gear structure rigid and output torque.

Input-end and motor shaft are coupled through a 
dynamic balanced collar clamping mechanism to 
ensure connection interface concentricity and zero 
slip power transmission at high speed.

Advanced motor bracket design coupled 
with the input shaft bushing is easy to 
mount to any servo or stepper motor.

High-tech oil seal design on the upper lip guard 
against dust intruder, lower lip guard against oil leak. 
Protection grade IP65 safeguards fully avoid leaking 
problem, and given it maintenance free.

PHF series overall design suitable for 
combination operation with servo motor 
high speed input and achieves maximum 
torque output. Hollow output shaft
connect perfectly with circular flange
drastically reducing the installation space. 
Precision helical gear design and gear
processing create a planetary gearhead 
with low backlash operation, high efficiency, 
low noise and long lifespan.



































































Alloy steel gear with unique heat treatment. 
Additionally, with gear grinding processing to get 
the best accuracy, high wear resistance and high 
impact toughness.

Planetary arm bracket and output shaft are 
one-piece constructed, setting bearing apart for 
larger span to reach the largest reverse rigid and 
contribute high axis radial load capacity.

Grinding process to smooth surface of output shaft, 
and with oil seal to minimum friction coefficient and 
reducing start up load; result in the best seal-ability 
and extended lifespan.

PGL series overall design 
suitable for combination opera-
tion with servo motor high-speed 
input and achieves maximum 
torque output. Precision gear 
design and gear processing,
create a low backlash operation, 
high efficiency, low noise and
long-life of the planetary gear.

Advanced electroless nickel plating surface treatment resists scratch and corrosion. 
Suitable for stringent require of high-tech equipment. 
The gearbox and internal gear ring are one-piece constructed, and then processed 
with advanced Germany gear shaper machinery for high precision, high torque and 
abrade consumption.

The sun gear bearing is placed directly into the 
planetary arm bracket, the overall mechanical 
structure designed to ensure concentricity of 
the transmission components.

High-tech oil seal design on the upper lip 
guard against dust intruder, lower lip guard 
against oil leak. Protection grade IP65 
safeguards fully avoid leaking problem, and 
given it maintenance free.

Input-end and motor shaft are coupled through 
a dynamic balanced collar clamping mecha-
nism to ensure connection interface concen-
tricity and zero slip power transmission at high 
speed.

Advanced motor bracket design coupled with 
the input shaft bushing is easy to mount to any 
servo or stepper motor.

Planet gear transmission interface equipped with 
needle bearings, full needle roller bearing 
aligned without retainer achieve maximum 
exposure but smallest gap tolerances. Enhance 
over-all gear structure rigid and output torque.







































Alloy steel gear with unique heat 
treatment.
Additionally, with gear grinding 
processing to get the best 
accuracy, high wear resistance 
and high impact toughness.

Planetary arm bracket and output shaft are 
one-piece constructed, setting bearing apart for 
larger span to reach the largest reverse rigid and 
contribute high axis radial load capacity.

Grinding process to smooth surface of output shaft, 
and with oil seal to minimum friction coefficient and 
reducing start up load; result in the best seal-ability 
and extended lifespan.

PGRH series overall design suitable for 
combination operation with servo motor 
high speed input and achieves maximum 
torque output. Precision gear design and 
gear processing, create a low backlash 
operation, high efficiency, low noise and 
planetary gear.

Advanced electroless nickel plating surface treatment 
resists scratch and corrosion. Suitable for stringent 
require of high-tech equipment. 
The gearbox and internal gear ring are one-piece 
constructed, and then processed with advanced 
Germany gear shaper machinery for high precision, 
high torque and abrade consumption. Planet gear transmission interface equipped with 

needle bearings, full needle roller bearing 
aligned without retainer achieve maximum 
exposure but smallest gap tolerances. Enhance 
over-all gear structure rigid and output torque.

The sun gear bearing is placed 
directly into the planetary arm 
bracket, the overall mechanical 
structure designed to ensure 
concentricity of the transmission 
components.

Alloy steel spiral bevel gears 
selected after hobbing and heat 
treatment to ensure high accuracy 
of the engagement point, low 
backlash and low noise.

High-tech oil seal design on the upper lip 
guard against dust intruder, lower lip guard 
against oil leak. Protection grade IP65 
safeguards fully avoid leaking problem, and
given it maintenance free.

Right angular gear box processed by 
precision CNC equipment to obtain the
highest combination with spiral bevel gears. 
Advanced electroless nickel plating surface 
treatment resists scratch and corrosion. 
Suitable for stringent require of high-tech 
equipment.

Advanced motor bracket 
design coupled with the input 
shaft bushing is easy to 
mount to any servo or 
stepper motor.

Input-end and motor shaft are coupled 
through a dynamic balanced collar clamping 
mechanism to ensure connection interface 
concentricity and zero slip power transmis-
sion at high speed.











































Alloy steel gear with unique heat treatment. 
Additionally, with gear grinding processing to
get the best accuracy, high wear resistance and 
high impact toughness.

Planet gear transmission interface equipped with needle bearings, 
full needle roller bearing aligned without retainer achieve maximum 
exposure but smallest gap tolerances. Enhance over-all gear 
structure rigid and output torque.

Planetary arm bracket and output shaft are one-piece constructed, 
setting bearing apart for larger span to reach the largest reverse rigid 
and contribute high axis radial load capacity.

Grinding process to smooth surface of output shaft, and with oil seal 
to minimum friction coefficient and reducing start up load; result in the 
best seal-ability and extended lifespan. Hollow output shaft connect 
perfectly with circular flange drastically reducing the installation space.

PGF series overall design suitable for combination operation with
servo motor high speed input and achieves maximum torque
output. Hollow output shaft connect perfectly with circular flange 
drastically reducing the installation space. 
Precision gear design and gear processing create a planetary 
gearhead with low backlash operation, high efficiency, low noise 
and long lifespan.

The sun gear bearing is placed directly into the 
planetary arm bracket, the overall mechanical 
structure designed to ensure concentricity of
the transmission components.

Input-end and motor shaft are coupled 
through a dynamic balanced collar clamping 
mechanism to ensure connection interface 
concentricity and zero slip power transmis-
sion at high speed.

High-tech oil seal design on the upper lip 
guard against dust intruder, lower lip guard 
against oil leak. Protection grade IP65 
safeguards fully avoid leaking problem, and 
given it maintenance free.

Advanced motor bracket design coupled with 
the input shaft bushing is easy to mount to 
any servo or stepper motor.

Advanced electroless nickel plating surface treatment resists scratch and corrosion. Suitable for 

The gearbox and internal gear ring are one-piece constructed, and then processed with advanced .
Germany gear shaper machinery for high precision, high torque and abrade consumption.

stringent require of high-tech equipment.























































































Tightening Torque Recommended for Motor Mounting Bolt

Bolt Size
Width Across Flats

Strength 12.9
Tightening Torque




